
Kuan Chao-hsiang (MBBS 1954)

Alex Chan 
(BSW 1992)Kuan Chao-hsiang (MBBS 1954)
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Lam Sum-chee (BA 1967)

Esther Cheung (BA; CertEd), 
Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature

Siu Heng (BA 2002, MA 2004)

Wesley Tang (MPhil Student)

Luna Ngai (BA 2004)

Fiona Law
(BA 2000, MPhil 2003, PhD Student)

Jamie Ku (BA 1999, MPhil 2003)

Tong Man-fung (BA Year 3 student)

Jean Sze (BA 2001, MPhil 2004)

Emily Luk (BA 2002, MPhil Student)

…

…

Shum Kin-hang 
(BSc[Eng] 1986)
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A Hong Kong native who joined the expatriate-
dominated civil service of the territory, the
author describes the institutional barriers he
encountered. Prejudice and frustrations
notwithstanding, he reached the top level of
the service.

Starting as an income tax assessor, 
Eric Ho worked successively in expenditure
control, fisheries, external commercial
relations, and communications between
the government and the public. 
He emerged as policy co-ordinator for

education, health, welfare and manpower
services, and then returned to the trade and industry field. 

After this, he served on the Joint Liaison Group established under the
Sino-British Agreement under which Hong Kong returned to China.

With his observations on changing attitudes and accounts of certain
international negotiations, his book would interest historians, scholars
and general readers.

Eric began his career in the Hong Kong civil service in 1950. 
From 1977 to 1987, he was a member of the Hong Kong Legislative
Council, and, from 1985 to 1987, the Executive Council. He also
served as Secretary for Social Services (1977-82), Secretary for Trade
and Industry (1983-87) and finally as Chairman of the Public Service
Commission (1987-91). 

Title Times of Change: A Memoir of Hong Kong’s 
Governance 1950-1991

Author Eric Peter Ho (BA 1950)
Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2005

CEPA
CEPA

CEPA
Wilfred Wong (BSocSc 1975)

This monograph attempts to detail the
formation of the Hong Kong
Orthopaedic Association
and the Hong Kong College
of Orthopaedic Surgeons,
which have contributed
significantly to the professional
advancement and social
cohesiveness of the fraternity. It
includes a synopsis of academic
publications on the world scene,
personal interviews, and sharing
of vision on the future of the
discipline.

Title Repair, Reconstruct and Rehabilitate – Half a 
Century of Orthopaedics in Hong Kong

Chief Editor Chan Kow-tak (MBBS 1972)
Publisher Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Press
Year 2004

This book has been
designed with the
students in mind, to
assist them in
understanding the
dynamic field of
human resource
management (HRM).
This fifth edition has
been updated to
reflect contemporary
issues and practices in HRM. 
A continuing emphasis is placed on HRM practice in
the Asia-Pacific region, as well as on the importance of
strategy and managing diversity.

Title Human Resource Management (fifth edition)
Author Raymond J Stone (PhD 2003)
Publisher John Wiley & Sons Australia
Year 2005
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The University of Hong Kong
Convocation

Election Notice

Election of Members to the Standing Committee
Nominations are hereby invited for the election of eight members to the Standing Committee at the coming Ordinary General
Meeting on June 17, 2005 to fill the vacancies arising from:

i the expiry of the term of office of the current Deputy Chairman Mr Tong Chun-wan by the coming Ordinary General Meeting
on June 17, 2005; 

ii the expiry of the terms of office of the following members of the Standing Committee by August 31, 2005:
Mr Horace Chan Mr Albert Lai Ms Betty Leong Mr Man Cheuk-fei
Mr Kenneth Sit Mr Patrick Tsang 

iii the resignation of Mr Frederick Wai. 

The elected members will serve on the Committee for a term of three years until the Ordinary General Meeting in 2008.

According to Clauses 26 and 28 of the Convocation Constitution, a person is eligible to be nominated for the election if he /
she has been a member of Convocation for two years, and a retiring member is eligible for re-election.

Nomination Procedures
Convocation Rule 40 requires that:
i a candidate must be nominated in writing by at least ten members entitled to vote [nomination form can be obtained from the

Secretariat, c/o Development & Alumni Affairs Office, The University of Hong Kong (Tel No.: 2859 2603)];
ii all nominations shall be accompanied by a statement by the candidate that he / she is willing to stand.

Each candidate is also requested to attach with the nominations a brief biography of himself/herself, in English, of not more than
200 words and a copy of his/her photograph to be published in the Notice of the Ordinary General Meeting .

The Closing time of nomination is 12:00 noon, May 26, 2005. Nominations should be directed to the Clerk of Convocation,
c/o Development & Alumni Affairs Office, The University of Hong Kong.

Ordinary General Meeting Notice and Election Information
In accordance with Convocation Rules 4 and 5, the notice of the Ordinary General Meeting and election information 
may be sent to members by electronic mail or by an advertisement placed on an English and a Chinese language
newspaper authourised by the Government to carry official or legal advertisements in Hong Kong three weeks before the
Ordinary General Meeting, i.e. by May 27, 2005. For the convenience of members, the notice will also be put on the
Convocation website (www.hku.hk/convocat/). If any member would like to receive a print copy of the notice and
election information, you are welcome to contact the Secretariat.

Validity of Nomination Forms 
All nomination forms, whether original or photocopied, shall be clearly completed with the required information and 
each form shall bear the original signature of the nominator. Any such document sent to the Clerk of Convocation or 
the Secretariat by fax shall not be accepted. The Clerk of Convocation shall have the final discretion on the validity 
of such document.

S Y Choi
Clerk of Convocation
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Citizenship education calls for
the education of knowledge,
skills and values that help the
young to become informed
and responsible citizens.
Various cross-national studies
have been carried out.
However, there has been
little coverage on teachers
— obviously key figures in
citizenship education. 
This book asks two
fundamental questions:

What do teachers see as important in
citizenship education? How do these perceptions facilitate
or hinder the preparation of good citizens?

Title Education for Social Citizenship — 
Perceptions of Teachers in the USA, 
Australia, England, Russia and China

Edited by Lee Wong-on (BA 1977) and 
Jeffrey T. Fouts

Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2005

This book describes the mental
health care system in China
and a research project
designed to test a community-
based mental health care
model for individuals
suffering from schizophrenia
and their families in rural
China. The model is
reflective of the strategies
recommended by the
World Health Organisation
in overcoming mental illness and is particularly
suited for use in developing countries. It would be useful 
to clinicians, researchers, health policy leaders, and those
interested in mental health care delivery and research.

Title Family-Based Mental Health Care in 
Rural China

Edited by Ran Mao-sheng (PhD 2002), 
Xiang Meng-ze, Peggy Simpson, 
Cecilia Chan (BSocSc 1978; 
MSocSc 1984; PhD 1991)

Publisher Hong Kong University Press
Year 2005
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Tse Shek-kam (BA 1972; MPhil 1978,

Faculty of Education Associate Professor)

Joseph Lam (MEd 1998, Faculty of

Education Assistant Professor)

Raymond Lam (Faculty of Education

Assistant Professor)

Elizabeth Loh (PCEd 1995; EdD Student)

…

Old Verses New Images
Joseph Lee (BA 1961; DipEd 1962)

Galerie Klee

Alumni & Books

The above notice was issued on Convocation website and distributed to members by email on April 30, 2005. It was also published in 
Ming Pao and South China Morning Post on May 13, 2005.

The University of Hong Kong Convocation ( ) is a statutory body of the University of Hong Kong comprising all graduates and teachers. 
Website: http://www.hku.hk/convocat




